ILLINOIS VS. MICHIGAN

Memorial Stadium
Campaign, Illinois

Temperature: 77
Sky: Partly cloudy

FIRST QUARTER

Michigan wins toss and will defend the south goal; Illinois will receive.

(Michigan kicks off north through endzone, touchback)

1/10/T20 - McAvoy pass in line to Sherrod, gain of 7 (Neeham)
1/3/T27 - McAvoy pass over middle complete to Strader for gain of 2 (Cannavino)
3/1/T29 - Thomas up middle for 2 (Greer, Simpkins)
1/10/T31 - Curtis over rt for 0 (Neeham, Trgovac)
10/11/T31 - Curtos on draw over rt for 2 (Simpkins)

1/8/I33 - PENALTY, MICHIGAN OFFSIDES

1/3/I38 - McAvoy pass complete to Cosen over middle for 13

1/10/I49 - McAvoy delay pass to Sherrod over middle for 3 (Simpkins)

1/3/V42 - Thomas on buck up middle for 4 (Owens, Greer)

1/10/I38 - McAvoy delay pass to Shaw on sidelines, overthrown, incomplete

1/10/I38 - PENALTY, ILLINOIS DELAY OF GAME

1/15/V43 - McAvoy screen to Strader PENALTY, ILLINOIS CLIP

2/26/I44 - McAvoy screen to Curtis on left side for loss of 2 (Cannavino)

3/30/I42 - McAvoy scrambles for 9 (Cannavino, Trgovac)

1/22/M29 - Sigourney punts 32 yards to Carter, fair catch

Time: 8:43
M1/10/M17 - Pitch to Edwards around le for 7 (Dwyer, J. Gillen)
M2/3/M24 - Reid up middle for 2 (Ralph, Doney)
M3/2/M26 - Reid up middle for 2 (Cleary, J. Gillen)
M1/10/M28 - Edwards on delay up middle for 8 (J. Gillen)
M2/2/M36 - Dickey pass deep to Clayton, broken up by Clear, incomplete
M3/2/M36 - Pitch to Edwards around le for 5, tripes over own blocker
M1/10/W41 - Reid over lg for 3 (Ralph)
M2/7/W44 - Reid over rt for 4 (Squirek, Ralph)
M3/3/W48 - Pitch to Edwards around le for 1 (Squirek)
M2/2/M49 - Virgil punts into endzone, touchback, 51-yard punt

Time: 3:38
M1/10/I49 - Woolfolk around re for 8 (Squirek)
M2/2/I41 - Woolfolk over le for 1 (Atkins, Doney)
M3/2/I40 - Reid up middle for 4 (Atkins, J. Gillen)
M1/10/I36 - Pitch to Woolfolk around re on option for no gain (Kelly)
M2/10/I36 - Dickey scrambles, throws out of bounds to Clayton, incomplete
M3/4/I36 - Dickey fakes pop pass, pitch to Woolfolk around le for 2 (Adams, J.
M2/8/I34 - Virgil's 52-yard field goal attempt in wide right

Time: 1:14
M2/10/I34 - Curtis on delay over rt for 3 (Cannavino, Hartis)
M7/I37 - McAvoy pass left to Beake for 0 (Diggs)
M7/I37 - McAvoy pass over middle to Foster, overthrown, incomplete
M7/I37 - Sigourney punts to Jolly, fair catch at I48, 11-yard punt

Time: 0:18
M1/10/I48 - Pitch to Woolfolk around le for 2 (Squirek)

FIRST QUARTER SCORE: ILLINOIS 0, MICHIGAN 0
THE-PLAY-PLAY

SECOND QUARTER

M2/8/T46 - Edwards over rt for no gain (Clear)
M3/8/T46 - Dickey pass over middle to Marsh for 12 (Squirek)
M2/10/T34 - Pitch to Edwards around la for loss of 2 (George)
M2/12/T36 - Dickey dumps off pass as tackled, incomplete
M2/12/T36 - Edwards on delay over rt for 5 (Dwyer, J. Gillen)
M4/7/T31 - PENALTY, MICHIGAN DELAY OF GAME
M4/12/T36 - Virgil punts, rolls dead to T10, 26-yard punt

(1:12)

11/10/T10 - Malavo scrambles, runs around la for 12
11/10/T22 - Strader over lt, reverses, for 12 (Simpkins)
11/10/T34 - Malavo pass intended for Martin, broken up by Needham, incomplete
12/10/T34 - PENALTY, ILLINOIS ILLEGAL PROCEDURE
12/15/T29 - Malavo back to pass, caught for loss of 15 (Simpkins)
12/30/T14 - Thomas up middle for 4 (Greer, Simpkins)
12/26/T13 - Sigourney punts to Carter at N34, returns to N43, punt of 48 yards

(0:20)

M2/10/T43 - Reid over rt for 3 (Ralph, Doney)
M2/7/T46 - Edwards on deep handoff around la for 5 (Squirek)
M2/3/T49 - Edwards up middle for 5 (Atkins)
M2/10/T44 - Reid over rg for 2 (Atkins, K. Gillen)
M2/8/T42 - Dickey pass over middle to Clayton for 15 (Bonner)
M2/10/T27 - Pitch to Edwards around re for 5 (Adams)
M2/5/T22 - Reid on cross buck up middle for 4(Kelly)
M2/1/T18 - Edwards over rt for 2 (Ralph)
M2/10/T16 - Pitch to Edwards around la for 12(Bonner)
M2/G/T4 - Pitch to Edwards around re for loss of 8 (Kelly)
M2/G/T8 - Dickey caught trying to hand off, loss of 8 (Adams)
M2/G/T16 - Dickey pass over middle to Marsh, off his hands, incomplete
M4/G/T16 - Virgil's 33-yard field goal is wide left

(3:14)

11/10/T20 - Thomas on trap around la for 6 (Trgovcan)
12/4/T26 - Thomas over lt for 3(Godfrey, Trgovcan)
13/1/T29 - Thomas over rg for 4 (Greer, Needham)
11/10/T33 - Malavo pass to right side to Foster, for 12(Jolley)
11/10/T45 - Curtis on draw around re for loss of 3 (Trgovcan)

TIME OUT ILLINOIS #1 (1:03)

12/13/T42 - Malavo caught trying to pass for loss of 4 (Greer, Cavagnino)
13/17/T38 - Malavo pass to Owen on right sidelines for 4
14/13/T42 - Sigourney punts into endzone, touchback, 58-yard punt

(0:21)

M1/10/M20 - Reid up middle for 15 (Atkins)
M1/10/M35 - Edwards up middle for 2 (J. Gillen)

HALFTIME SCORE: ILLINOIS 0, MICHIGAN 0
PLAY-BY-PLAY

THIRD QUARTER

(Texas will receive; Michigan will defend the south goal)

(Raji-Sheikh kicks off over endzone, touchback)

11/10/T20 - Strader on trap over 1e for 6 (Harris, Trgovac)
12/4/T26 - McAvoy’s pass intended for Beca, intercepted by Jolly, no return

(14:20)
M1/10/T36 - Edwards over rg for 5 (Doney, Squire k)
M2/5/T31 - Pitch to Edwards around re for 8 (Adams)
M1/10/T23 - Pitch to Edwards around la for 2 (Georgia)
M2/C/T21 - Woolfolk up middle for 2 (J. Gillan, Doney)
13/6/T19 - Carter on reverse around la for 10 (Glass)
M1/0/T29 - Woolfolk over rt for 5 (Dwyer, J. Gillan)
M2/G/T6 - Woolfolk over rt for 1 (McDonald)
M3/G/T3 - Dickey on keeper around re for 2 (Dwyer, K. Gillan)
M4/G/T1 - Pitch to Woolfolk around re for 1-yard TD (9:46)

Virgil’s extra point kick is good
MICHIGAN 7, ILLINOIS 0

(Raji-Sheikh kicks off through endzone, touchback)

(9:46)
11/10/T20 - Thomas up middle for 2 (Owens, Greer)
12/3/T22 - McAvoy pass over middle to Beca, dropped, incomplete
13/3/T22 - McAvoy caught trying to pass, loss of 6 (Keith)
14/14/T16 - Sigourney’s punt downed at M3, 21-yard punt

(8:20)
M1/10/T37 - Pitch to Edwards around re for 6 (Atkins)
M2/4/T31 - Edwards up middle for 3 (Atkins)
M1/1/T28 - Reid up middle for 3 (Doney)
M1/10/T25 - Edwards over rt for 4 (Ralph)
M2/6/T21 - Pitch to Edwards around la for 1 (Squirek, Adams)
13/5/T20 - Dickey lock-in pass to Carter, touchdown, 20 yards (5:40)

Virgil’s extra point kick is good
MICHIGAN 14, ILLINOIS 0

(Raji-Sheikh kicks off over endzone, touchback)

(5:40)
11/10/T20 - Strader around la for 1 (Harris)
12/9/T21 - McAvoy pass over middle to Beca for 21 (Harris)
12/10/T42 - Strader on misdirection around la for 3 (Owens)
12/7/T45 - Curtis on draw for loss of 1 (Greer)
13/8/T44 - McAvoy’s pass intended for Murphy on right sideline, incomplete
14/8/T44 - Sigourney’s punt downed at M1, 45-yard punt

(4:07)
M1/10/M1 - Woolfolk stopped inside, breaks around re for 14 (Kelly)
M1/10/M25 - Smith up middle for 1 (Ralph, Doney)
M2/9/M26 - Pitch to Woolfolk around la for loss of 1 (George)
M2/10/M25 - Woolfolk on draw, caught for loss of 1 (Atkins)
M4/11/M24 - Virgil’s punt caught by Bonner at T28, returns to T38, 48-yard punt

(1:47)
11/10/T38 - Holmes on trap over rt for 8 (Neadham)
12/2/T66 - Holmes around la for loss of 1 (Trgovac, Cannavino)
13/4/T44 - McAvoy scramble, runs around re for 5 (Neadham)
1/10/T49 - Thomas up middle for 1 (Greer)

THIRD QUARTER SCORE: MICHIGAN 14, ILLINOIS 0
PLAT-RY-PLAY

FOURTH QUARTER

12/25/12 - McAvoy caught trying to pass for loss of 7 (Greer)
12/22/12 - McAvoy caught trying to pass for loss of 13 (Kaits)
14/45 T14 - Sigourney's punt taken by Carter at M35, returns to M37, 51-yard punt

(13:06)
M1/10/M37 - Woolfolk over lt for 2 (Kelly, Squirek)
M2/8/M39 - Dickey pass to Woolfolk on right flat, gain of 7 (J. Gillan)
M3/1/T46 - Smith up middle for 5 (Dwyer)
M1/10/T49 - Woolfolk around re for 6 (Clear)
M2/4/T43 - Woolfolk over rt for 3 (Doney, Squirek)
M1/1/T40 - Dickey on keeper around re for 4 (Squirek)
M1/10/T36 - Smith up middle for 3 (J. Gillan)
M2/5/T31 - Edwards over rt for 1 (Doney)
M3/4/T30 - Dickey's pass intended for Smith, too wide, incomplete
M4/4/T30 - Pitch to Woolfolk around re for 30-yard touchdown (8:48)

Virgil's extra point is good
MICHIGAN 21, ILLINOIS 0

(0:45)
T1/10/T26 - Holmes on draw up middle for 9 (Hardan)
T1/1/T35 - Thomas on midfield over rt for 0 (Simpkins)
T1/1/T35 - Thomas over rg for 2 (Girgas)
M1/10/T37 - McAvoy's pass over middle to Powell for 16 (Harris)
M1/10/M47 - McAvoy caught trying to pass for loss of 8 (Simpkins, Girgas)
T2/10/L45 - McAvoy's screen pass to Murphy, loss of 4 (Simpkins)
T2/2/TL1 - McAvoy caught trying to pass, fumbles, recovers own, loss of 17 (T3/39/T24 - Sigourney's punt blocked by Greer, picked up by Leoni

(5:18)
M1/10/T19 - Smith up middle for 0 (Doney)
M2/10/T19 - Wangel pass to Woolfolk for 7 (Squirek, Adams)
M2/3/T18 - Wangel pass to Betts for 8 (Clear)
M2/G/T18 - Wangel on keeper for 1 (Ramshaw)
M2/G/T3 - Woolfolk up middle for 1 (Squirek, J. Gillan)
M3/G/T1 - Pitch to Woolfolk around re for 1-yard touchdown (2:38)

Virgil's extra point kick attempt, high snap, fumbled, recovered by Ramshaw, no good
MICHIGAN 27, ILLINOIS 0

(0:58)
M1/10/M44 - Ricks over rt for 2 (Dwyer, P. Mulchrone)
M2/8/M46 - Ricks over re for 5 (Clear, McDonald)

FINAL SCORE: MICHIGAN 27, ILLINOIS 7

(Bosworth's onsides kick recovered by Reeves on M44, no return)